Ten years and still enjoying it!
The 2010’s were a fantastic time for London beer drinkers with an influx of new, independent
breweries setting up and brewing a whole range of different beers. 2021 should have been a year of
10th birthday celebrations but a number of breweries have had their celebrations thwarted thanks to
the pandemic. One of these birthday
breweries is East London Brewing
Company (ELB) set up by Stu Lascelles and
Claire Ashbridge-Thomlinson on the 24th
August 2011. The London Tasting Panel
went along to find out more.
They started with one unit on the Fairways
Business Park estate near Lea Bridge
Station with a 10 barrel brewery and only
Stu (an ex chemist) working at the brewery
with Claire continuing to work in health
care. “Our goal was to have a nice job,
work for ourselves and immerse ourselves
in the local community. We weren’t
interested in building a business to sell on” said Claire.
Before they started, they did some research: Claire explained “We went around pubs in the area to
ask if they might be interested in taking a beer that was brewed nearby. They were very supportive
so we thought the idea of setting the brewery up was sound. Some of the original customers are still
with us!”.
The plan was to grow gently but after three years the market was changing. “It was becoming more
aggressive with increased marketing and we feared that it was becoming a race to the bottom on
price. Every penny we made we were ploughing back into the brewery. We decided that we needed
to expand in order to compete but we almost left it too late”.
The brewery increased from ten to twenty
five barrels with a move into a second unit
(next door). Also, experimentation with new
recipes started and Adrian Morales Maillo
was brought in to brew. As given away by
the name, Adrian comes from Spain and
worked for Naparbier, the biggest craft
brewer in Spain, which was all keg. His
partner, Alice, comes from Wales and they
decided to move to Cardiff and Adrian
brewed at Crafty Devil, moving to ELB two
years ago. “I was a cask drinker and I wanted
to broaden my experience to brew both cask
and keg. Every brewer wants to do
something new and at ELB there are 4-5 core
beers with a range of specials. Naparbier was

a bit crazy with continuously brewing specials”.
One of Adrian’s brews was a lager (Beyond the Tower); “It
made the top ten German style lagers with Untappd” said
Claire proudly. “We were able to take advantage when the
big brewers were unable to supply lager after lockdown and
we managed to get into pubs that hadn’t taken our beer
before. We had to stop delivering to most because of the
ageing the beer needed”.
Adrian explained “The beer is lagered for 6 weeks. With our
kegs, we don’t add CO2 . We use a closed system so the CO2
(from the fermentation) is contained. We then use it to push
the beer into the keg and to dispense the beer”.
So how has ELB fared during the last 18 months? Because of
the way the grants were set up means that the brewery could
not access the hardship fund but they were able to apply for
a growth fund. “Waltham Forest Borough Council have been
supportive. We were successful in getting funding for our own canning line and employ another
person. This brings us to nine people including two trainees and we are intending to hire the canning
line out to other brewers in due course” said Claire.
ELB has also refreshed their image. Their cans now display photos taken locally by local
photographers, found through one of the staff. However, the timing wasn’t perfect. Claire
elucidated, “We were just about to launch the new range when the pandemic hit. We also had to
take some hard decisions on what to produce and what to purchase. There was a can and cardboard
shortage and we ended up having to order 2,500 boxes at a time. We supplied beer with free
delivery to all E postcodes and 10litre bag in boxes were popular, and we are still doing quite a lot. It
has also been helpful that M&S takes our beer and has been doing so since 2015”.
Their packaged beer can also be obtained in local Co-ops and Budgens.
But it hasn’t just been the pandemic that has created challenges for
ELB; Brexit has too. “Getting samples sent to potential customers
has been a nightmare. With exporting pallets of beer there is a clear
system but the process for a few bottles doesn’t seem to exist. At
one stage, we got advised to declare the contents as children’s toys
to get around it”.
Looking forward, ELB are experimenting with vegan beers but they
are not totally happy with the current trials but are convinced they
will get there. September will be an interesting time for ELB. They
will be doing their green hop day once again (12th September) where
locals, who are part of a hop growing group, bring in their hops.
Volunteers then take the hops off the vines to produce a green hop
beer. And ELB are still committed to making their tenth birthday

special. They are producing a sherry cask matured celebration beer that will be available from
September.
So, this is clearly the time to have another look at ELB, a blend of the traditional and the new; a
brewery that is not afraid to move with the times and is clearly continuing to enjoy brewing!

Tasting notes
Beyond the Tower 3.8%
Hazy, light drinking lager with strong lemon and tangerine aroma
and flavours on a biscuity sweet palate. Dry bitter aftertaste with
earthy hops. The added oats give a smooth mouthfeel.
Citra, Chinook and Mandarina Bavaria hops.
Pale Ale 4%
A golden pale ale with a strong lime flower nose and a bitter
orange flavour with a sweet caramel biscuit background. The
finish is dry and full of earthy hop.
Pale and crystal malts; Pilgrim, Bobek and Brewers Gold hops.
Foundation Bitter 4.2%
Amber bitter with sweet toffee and hazelnuts and some
fruitiness. There is an earthy hoppy finish that is balanced by a
sweetness that linger and some nutty caramel. Peach and
caramel on the nose.
Pale and crystal malts; East Kent Goldings, Bobek and Green Bullet hops.
East End lager 4.5%.
Pale gold German style pilsner with a biscuity sweet flavour complemented by lemon and some
banana, which is also presence on the nose. There is an increasing bitter dryness in the finish where
the sweetness remains.
Tettnanger and Magnum hops.
Nightwatchman 4.5%
A brown ale with a malty nose and a smoky roasty flavour with currants chocolate and a
caramelised orange. Finish is dry, roasty, chocolate and sweet.
Pale, crystal, black, Munich, Caramalt malts; Magnum, Bobek, WGV
and Brewers Gold hops.
Cowcatcher American Pale Ale 4.8%
Light drinking, smooth gold coloured pale ale. Sweet biscuity nose with
hoppy citrusy notes. The biscuit is also in the flavour with grapefruit
and a little piney hop. Earthy hops in the bitter dryish finish, which is
long lasting.
Pale, Vienne, Carapils and Munich malts; Columbus, Simcoe, Polaris,
Cascade, Citra hops.

Jamboree 4.8%
A hazy, blond beer with a lemon sherbet nose. The white head breaks to give a slightly bitter, gentle
fruity character of orange with a touch of berries full of malt. The finish is long and bitterly dry, spicy
with another hoppy citrus bloom.
Pale, lager and wheat malts; Target, Northdown, Fuggles, Bramling Cross hops.
George in the East 5.2%
Orange- brown hazy Marzen style lager. Sweet
caramel aroma with a hint of soft citrus. Rich
Caramelised citrus plus apricot notes on the smooth
palate with a developing spiciness and a bitterness
that lingers in the sweet finish.
Named after an area near Mile End known as little
Germany where immigrants settled in 1700s. Marzen
style amber lager
Munich malt; Mittelfruh hops; Weihenstephan yeast.
Oatmeal Stout 5.8%
A deep ruby black beer. Roasty and raisin aroma. Palate is of chocolate and Christmas cake. Warm
creamy body surrounded by an oat dryness that continues into a long, sweet spiced fruitcake with
dark chocolate and a hint of bitterness.
Pale oats, Caramalt crystal, chocolate, Special B malts; Challenger, Fuggles hops.
Imperial Stout 10%.
Thick smooth black stout. Smoky, treacly aroma. Palate is complex with Christmas cake flavours
overlaid with a dark bitter chocolate that is also in the aftertaste. Smooth finish with treacle and
lingering dryness.
Brewed for the brewery’s 10th birthday and bottled in March 2021.

